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A few years ago, I was talking with someone. who had been in Florence, Italy and had visited  

the famous museum Accademia Gallery which is known around the world for its great art 

treasures among which is the famous statue: “The David. ” 

He explained that the procedure  for viewing statue  requires that one  walk down a long corridor 

in which there are stones in various phases of being molded or shaped to make a statue.   At each 

stone one sees a bit more of what the statue might eventually be.   But it is not until you get to 

the end of the corridor that you can see the fully completed statue of  “The David.”    What my 

friend indicated was that by walking past the other stones first, it raises the question,  did “The 

David”  always exist in the stone and was just waiting to be set free.  Or did Michelangelo create 

statue out of stone “The David.”  

I thought about this discussion as I read the  gospel reading for this coming Sunday, 11-15-20  

and pondered that each of us possesses talents or perhaps only one talent.  Our gospel reading 

indicates  that when we realize our talent (s)  and that God has entrusted them or it to us then we 

understand that such is to be used and not hidden.  Whatever our talent (s) is it is not solely for 

our gain but is meant to give glory to God and hopefully and to lead others to God through its 

use.   

There is a wonderful story told by Fr. Tony Kadavil about a man known as Antonio Stradivari.  

Antonio was born in Cremona, Italy, in 1644. He wanted to be a singer in the Cremona  

Boys’ Choir, however at the audition his voice was found to be too high and squeaky.  As  such 

he did not pass the audition. 

He then tried to learn how to play the violin, but the neighbors complained and persuaded his 

parents to make him stop.  Yet Antonio still wanted to make music somehow. His friends often 

made fun of him because his only talent it seemed was wood carving. When Antonio was 22, he 

got an apprenticeship to a well-known violinmaker, Nicholas Amati.  Under his master’s training 

Antonio’s knack for carving grew so much that his hobby became his craft.  He started his own 

violin shop when he was 36. He worked patiently and faithfully. By the time he died at 93, he 

had built over 1,500 violins, each one bearing a label that read, “Antonius Stradivarius 

Crimsonness Faciebat Anno……” (“Antonio Stradivarius of Cremona made in the year…”) 

They are the most sought-after violins in the world today and often sell for more than $100,000 

each. Antonio could not sing, or play, or preach, or teach, but he used the ability, the one talent 

he had been given and through it  he made beautiful music and still does even today. Antonio is a 

wake-up call to people bury the talent for fear of failure. 

In the first reading we read about the ideal wife. As we look at this reading, we begin to see that 

this is a person whose “talent” appears to be in helping the poor and those in need whether in her 



family or outside of it.  Whatever she touches brings joy to others.  It is through her quiet witness 

that she is praised not only by her husband but is praised at the city gates.     

In the second reading Paul encourages the Thessalonians to remain alert to remain alert and 

observant,  not so much about the world at large but to what is happening between themselves  

and God. They are to focus not only on this relationship but where their final destiny lies inn 

eternity.  In their current situation which may have been that of persecution or ridicule, they are 

like the statue of “The David”.  For they  are being chipped away in order to bring forth the glory  

of God.   

So, we too must reflect on what is our talent by which we make manifest the glory of God. Have  

we hidden our talent fearing that if we tried to show it, we too would be ridiculed or even  

persecuted.  Have we realized that our talent(s) is not for ourselves alone but is rather for the 

glory of God and for the good of those around us? 

And so, we read in the Responsorial Psalm this weekend: 

 Blessed are you who fear the Lord, 

who walk in his ways! 

For you shall eat the fruit of your handiwork; 

blessed shall you be and favored. 

 

While the following is not one of the readings this weekend, for it comes from the first letter of 

Peter, it is a reading that speaks to us of sharing the talent(s) we each have been given 

 

“If anyone is a speaker, let it be as the words of God, if anyone serves, let it be as in strength 

granted by God; so that in everything God may receive the glory, through Jesus Christ, since to 

him alone belong all glory and power for ever and ever. Amen. 

 

So. what are our talents?   Some appear to be given more talents than other people, but each has 

been given what is necessary for the building up of the Kingdom of God. The important point is 

that we own he talent we have been given and we do not bury it.   

So, we need to take time in prayer and quiet reflection to understand what is that talent that God 

has given us to use.  It does not matter our state in life.  It does not matter whether we have 

been successful in life (as the world measure this) or not.  The talent we speak of that can bring 

glory to God was given to us each long before we even knew anything at all.  Those talents can 

be something we do with our hands, our voices, our intellects, with our time, with our treasure.    

For example, perhaps we are very good at baking, and are praised for that talent by our family.  

Everyone there looks forward to the cakes, cookies and pies we make.   But could we use that 

talent in other ways. We could bake for those who have no way of praising or repaying us but 

for whom, receiving such will mean so much.  Could we bake something for a soup kitchen 

which could be shared by the poor, the forgotten, those not valued as important as others.  What 

would it mean to them?  Would they praise us, probably not?  They perhaps do not even know 

who we are and that we baked this cake or pies for them.  They just give thanks that someone, 

unnamed thought of them. But God knows for whom it was made, and by whom it was made.  

It is God who gives the praise for the gift of sharing our  talent.  Or it may be in the sharing of 

our faith where we trust and believe with people who  cannot do that for themselves. Whatever 

and whenever we reach out and we share ourselves with others,  not worrying about whether it 

is good enough or not, then I think that is sharing our talent as God intended us to do. 
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